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Abstract— Using aerogel as radiator and multianode PMTs for
photon detection, a proximity focusing Cherenkov ring imaging
detector has been constructed and tested in the KEK � 2 beam.
The aim is to experimentally study the basic parameters such
as resolution of the single photon Cherenkov angle and number
of detected photons per ring. The resolution obtained is well
approximated by estimatesof contributions fr om pixel size and
emissionpoint uncertainty. The number of detectedphotons per
Cherenkov ring is in good agreement with estimates based on
aerogell and detector characteristics. The values obtained tur n
out to be rather low, mainly due to Rayleigh scattering and
to the relatively large dead spacebetween the photocathodes.A
light collection systemand/or a higher active area fraction of the
photomultiplier tubes, together with higher quality aerogels are
expected to impr ove the situation. The reduction of Cherenkov
yield, for charged particle impact in the vicinity of the aerogel
tile side wall, has also been measured.

Index Terms— Cherenkov counters,aerogel,multianode PMTs,
Belle spectrometer.

I . INTRODUCTION

Aerogels are materials with density and refractive index
in the region betweengasesand liquids or solids. Already
some time ago, Cantin et al. [1] proposed that Cherenkov
radiation from silica aerogelscould be usedfor detectionof
particles.Besidesparticle detectors like for example TASSO
[2], such threshold counters found applications also in other
fields[3]. With improvedmanufacturingtechniques,aerogelsof
higher transparency i.e. lessRayleighscatteringbecameavail-
able,permitting their consideration as radiators in Ring Imag-
ing Cherenkov (RICH) counters [4]. Ypsilantis and Seguinot
[5] proposed a combined aerogel+gas, mirror-focusedRICH
counter for the LHC-B experiment at CERN. The HERMES
team[6] constructed andoperatedsucha ring imaging detector
at DESY. The presentpaperreports on experimental investiga-
tion of an aerogel basedRICH detectornot requiring mirrors
i.e. of the proximity focusing type. Such a detectoris being
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Fig. 1. The Experimental set-up

consideredin connectionwith apossibleupgradeof theBELLE
particle identificationsystemat KEK [7], [8].

I I . THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Initial testsof the apparatuswith cosmicrayswerereported
recently [9]. The presentpaperdescribesmeasurementsand
resultsobtainedwith the  � beamat KEK. A beamparticle-
pion, muonor electron- traversingtheapparatusis signaledby
two ����� cm� scintillation counters which determine the time
of arrival. Two CO� gasCherenkov counters producesignals
only upon the passageof electrons so thesesignalscould be
usedeither to selector to exclude electrons.

Theaerogel radiatorandthepositionsensitive,singlephoton
detectorare contained in a light tight box (Fig. 1), of which
the entrance andexit sideseachhave a multiwire proportional
chamber for measuring the trackof the incident particle.These
����� cm� MWPC’s,with 10 � m diameter, gold-platedtungsten
anode wires at 2 mm pitch andwith 90% Ar + 10% CH � gas
flow, arereadout by delaylines on the x andy cathodewires.

After passing through the entrance MWPC, the charged
particle hits the aerogel radiatorin which it emits Cherenkov
photons.Measurements havebeenmademainlywith 2 cmthick
aerogel slabsof n=1.03, n=1.05 and n=1.07, producedby the
method describedin [10]. The position sensitive detectorof
Cherenkov photons is situated17-29 cm downstreamof the
aerogel, depending on the refractive index valueof thespecific
aerogel. Thedetector is a ����� arrayof 16 channelmultianode
photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu PMTs type R5900-M16
[11]) at 30 mm pitch.Thesensitive surfaceof theM16 PMT is
dividedinto 16( ������� ) channels,eachcovering �! �"���! � mm � .
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Fig. 2. Someexamples of event hit patterns.The circle correspondsto the
Cherenkov ring of 3 GeV/& pionsgiven by the measured track position.

It follows thatonly 36%of thedetectorareais occupied by the
photosensitive channels,the restbeingdeadspace.The photon
detectionsystemand the aerogelradiator tile may be rotated
around an axis perpendicular to the beamdirection, enabling
measurementsof angularacceptance i.e. measurements of the
number of detectedCherenkov photons as a function of the
charged particle incidentangle.

ThePMTsareplugged into voltagedivider boards insidethe
light tight box with signalspassingthrough connectors to the
readout systemlocatedoutsidethebox. ThePMT anodesignals
arefirst discriminated andthenrecordedby CAMAC multihit,
multichannel TDCs, for which the common STOP is provided
by the scintillation countersignals.The TDC information is
storedfor later analysisin a personal computer.

As only 196 readout channels were available for the 576
PMT anode outputs,only part of the systemcould be readout
with the4.5mm pixel size.However, by connecting 4 ( ')(+*,( )
anodesto onereadout channel, theentiresystemcouldbe read
out with 9 mm pixel size.

I I I . MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS

A few typicaleventsaredisplayedin Fig. 2. Fromthephoton
hit positionandthemeasureddirection of the incidentcharged
particle, the Cherenkov angle is calculated.Accumulated dis-
tributions of hits, depending on their Cherenkov angles,are
plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Peaksand rings, corresponding to
pions, muons and electrons, are clearly visible. Signalsfrom
thegasCherenkov countersmaybeusedfor eitherselectingor
excluding electrons. Fitting thesedistributions with Gaussian
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Fig. 3. Accumulateddistributionsof hits depending on their Cherenkov angle
for 3 GeV/& pions,and 2436587 98: aerogel radiator.

peaksand linear backgrounds yields the averagevaluesand
standarddeviations of the measuredCherenkov angles.

Themaincontributions to the resolutionin Cherenkov angle
as determined from a single photon (standarddeviations of
the peaksin distributions of Figs. 3 and 4) comefrom pixel
size and from uncertainty in the emissionpoint. For normal
incidence of tracksthe first contribution could be estimatedas;=<?>A@ ')BDC cosE?FHGJI=KMLON PM( , whered is the pixel size, FQGJI is the
Cherenkov angle and L is thedistancefrom aerogelto detector.
The secondcontribution is ;SRJT+< 'VU�C sinFWGJIDC cosFXGJIYKMLON PM( ,
where U is the aerogel thickness.The uncertainty in the track
direction is expected to be negligible at 3 GeV/Z , but should
increaseat lower momenta (0.5 GeV/Z ). While the error due
to dispersionin theradiator(chromaticerror) is expectedto be
negligible, additional contributionscould arisedue to possible
non-uniformitiesof theaerogel (positionvariationsin refractive
index), non-flat aerogel surface,forward scatteringof photons
etc.

The measured Cherenkov angleresolution,i.e. the standard
deviation of peaks in distributions of photon hits versus the
valueof aerogel refractive index, is shown in Fig. 5 for 3 GeV/Z
pions.Different datapoints in thefigurereferto differentvalues
of parameterssuch as the radiator thickness,the radiator-to-
photon-detectordistanceandthephoton detectorpixel size.The
measured valuesarerepresentedby full symbols, with different
symbol shapesindicating different combinationsof parameter
values.Using the above expressionsfor the contributions of
pixel sizeandemissionpoint uncertainty andsummingthemin
quadrature,oneobtains estimatesfor theresolution,alsoshown
in Fig. 5. Theseestimatesarerepresented with emptysymbols,
their shapeagain corresponding to the samecombination of
parametervalues asin thecaseof measurement.It maybeseen



Fig. 4. Accumulateddistributionsof hits depending on their Cherenkov angle
for all 0.5 GeV/[ beamparticles (top), andwith gasCherenkov signalvetoing
the electrons(bottom). Aerogel with \^]`_8a b8c wasemployed as the radiator.
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from the figure that suchestimatesgive a goodapproximation
to the measuredresolution.

The other important parameterof a RICH counter is the
number of detectedphotons per incident chargedparticle.This
is usually parametrised as kml8npo`qrk�sutDvwt!xzy|{~}��H�J� , where
�W�J� is the Cherenkov angle, L is the radiator thicknessand
k�s is a figure of merit depending on the radiatorand system
transparency, geometrical acceptanceof photons (area and
angle), quantum efficiency, photoelectron collectionefficiency
etc. Due to Rayleighscattering,the aerogel transparency has
a strongwavelength dependencein the region of R5900-M16
PMT quantum efficiency, soonemayexpecta sensitivity of the
numberof detectedphotonsontheparticularaerogel samplei.e.
on the productionprocedure.The number of detectedphotons
per Cherenkov ring is shown in Fig. 6 for 3 GeV/� pions.
First onenoticesthat the number of photons does not increase
with refractive index as may be expected for ��q�� particles;
k�l8nJoO� sin}��W�J��q������H�M{~} . Then it is also obvious that
the 4 cm thick aerogelradiator does not produce two times
as many photons as doesthe 2 cm thick aerogel. And finally
we seethat the 2.8 cm thick aerogeltile [12], produced in a
differentprocess[13], yieldsmoreCherenkov photonsthanthe
4 cm thick aerogel[10]. That a higher refractive index of the
aerogel sampledoesnot necessarilyproduce morephotons, is
observed also in Fig. 7. Although the thresholdfor {�q��X� �Y�
is reached,as expected, at lower particle momenta than for
{�q �X� �X� , the saturatednumber of detectedphotons per
Cherenkov ring is moreor lessthesamefor bothradiators.The
above discrepancies can be well understood, if in estimating
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the response of the counter, Rayleighscatteringis taken into
account.

It hasbeenalreadynotedby the HERMESgroup[6], that a
loss of Cherenkov photons occursat the side wall boundaries
betweenadjacentaerogel tiles. We have confirmedthis finding
by measuring the number of photons on the Cherenkov ring
as a function of the distanceof the charged particle impact
point from the boundary betweentwo tiles. The measurement
is shown in Fig. 8, where a dip is seenat the tile boundary����� mm. In order to eliminate other geometrical factors,
like for example the acceptance of the photon detector, the
measuredyield wasnormalizedto the yield obtainedwith one
tile covering the entire range. The result clearly indicatesthe
reduction of yield when the charged particle is closer than
about 5 mm to the boundary of a 2 cm thick aerogel tile. It
is worth noting that a simplemodel,whereall photonshitting
the boundary betweenthe two tiles get lost, accounts for most
of the observed dependence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed andtesteda proximity focusing RICH
detectormodule with aerogelasradiatorandmultianode PMTs
as position sensitive detectorsof individual Cherenkov pho-
tons. The measuredvalues of the basic parameters i.e. the
single photon Cherenkov angle resolutionand the number of
photons detectedper Cherenkov ring, look promising. The
resolutionis in relatively goodagreementwith estimatesbased
on pixel size and emissionpoint uncertainty. The number of
detectedphotons,however is sensitive to the particularaerogel
used. It seemsthat these differences are due to Rayleigh
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scattering,which reduces the aerogel transparency mainly in
the wavelength region of maximal photocathode sensitivity.
Photomultipier tubes with a higher fraction of active area,
possibly combined with a light collection system,consisting
of lensesor light guides,are expectedto increasethe number
of detectedCherenkov photons by reducing the deadspaceof
the photon detector. The increasein photon yield, however, is
in the latter caseat the expenseof an increasein the effective
pixel size,so a compromise,optimizing the final resolutionof
the charged particleCherenkov angleshouldbe found.

Theinformationobtainedfrom theresultsof thepresent tests
suggeststhata proximity focusingaerogel RICH asrequiredby
theBELLE particleidentificationupgradeis feasible,so inves-
tigations of optimal detectorparametersarebeingcontinued.
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